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Abstract: Field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are one of the most widespread
reconfigurable devices in which various functions can be implemented by storing circuit
connection information and logic values into configuration memories. One of the most
important issues in the modern FPGA is the reduction of its static leakage power consumption.
Flex Power FPGA, which has been proposed to overcome this problem, uses a body biasing
technique to implement the fine-grained threshold voltage (Vt) programmability in the FPGA.
A low-Vt state can be assigned only to the component circuits along the critical path of the
application design mapped on the FPGA, so that the static leakage power consumption can
be reduced drastically. Flex Power FPGA is an important application target for the SOTB
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(silicon on thin buried oxide) device, which features a wide-range body biasing ability and
the high sensitivity of Vt variation by body biasing, resulting in a drastic subthreshold
leakage current reduction caused by static leakage power. In this paper, the Flex Power
FPGA test chip is fabricated in SOTB technology, and the functional test and performance
evaluation of a mapped 32-bit binary counter circuit are performed successfully. As a
result, a three orders of magnitude static leakage reduction with a bias range of 2.1 V
demonstrates the excellent Vt controllability of the SOTB transistors, and the 1.2 V bias
difference achieves a 50× leakage reduction without degrading speed.
Keywords: field programmable gate array (FPGA); static leakage power reduction;
fine-grained body biasing; silicon on thin buried oxide (SOTB)

1. Introduction
Field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are one of the most widespread reconfigurable devices
in which various functions can be implemented by storing circuit connection information and logic
values into configuration memories. By this reconfigurability, various applications, such as prototyping,
automotive, consumer products, mobile devices, industrial equipment, military equipment, aerospace
applications, video/picture processing and telecommunication, can be performed on FPGAs. Another
attractive point of FPGA is that the logic implementation on FPGAs needs no mask production for
front-end design in ASICs. The system embedding FPGAs, promising an overall lower non-recurring
engineering (NRE) cost, has cost benefits in comparison with ASIC-based systems. Moreover, FPGAs
can be fabricated by advanced semiconductor process technologies, resulting in the reduction of chip
costs and the improvement of device performance by rapidly shrinking the silicon die area, because
FPGAs ensure a high-volume production capability, due to the implementability of many types of
applications. However, the silicon area of FPGAs becomes lager than that of ASICs generally because
FPGAs integrate many silicon resources, e.g., programmable interconnects, logic elements and
configuration memories, to maintain the feasibility of many types of applications. While the increase
of the silicon area, which lengthens interconnection wires, reduces the operating speed of mapped
circuits on FPGAs, longer interconnection wires consume more dynamic power. This is one of the
reasons why FPGAs are applied to advanced semiconductor process technologies aggressively.
One of the most important issues in the modern FPGA is the reduction of its static leakage power
consumption [1]. Static leakage is a serious problem in FPGAs, partly because of the rich and
redundant circuit resources provided for flexible programmability and partly because of the lack of a
multi-threshold voltage (Vt) optimization capability for the sake of its field-programmability.
Previously, techniques to reduce the static leakage current in FPGAs were aggressively examined. It is
shown in [2] that the look-up-table (LUT) leakage is reduced by setting a higher threshold voltage (Vt)
to static random access memories (SRAMs). In [3], various low-leakage techniques, such as redundant
SRAM design, dual Vt design, body biasing and gate biasing, are evaluated. As described in [4], cutting
off the power supply of an unused region by sleep transistors aims at reducing the logic slice leakage,
which occupies 45% of the total leakage in their FPGA, while the assignment of a higher Vt to the
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configuration SRAM reduces 98% of the SRAM leakage, while increasing the configuration time by
20%. A routing switch in [5] can reduce the leakage current by 40% and 61% in low-power mode and
sleep mode, respectively. The interconnection with fine-grained power-gating technique reduces the
total power by 38% in [6]. It is shown in [7] that the heterogeneous routing architecture reduces
standby power by 33% without any area penalty and at the cost of less than a 5% performance
degradation. A standby power reduction by 99% by using low-leakage memories and the power-gating
technique is presented in [8]. On the other hand, our Flex Power FPGA technique [9] uses a body
biasing technique to implement the fine-grained programmability of the Vt of the FPGA building
block circuits, such as LUT and multiplexer (MUX). A low-Vt state is assigned only to the building
blocks along the critical path of the user application design based on the analysis of the design, while
the high-Vt state is assigned to the greater part of the FPGA. As a result, a drastic reduction of the
static power consumption can be expected. The key factors to attain good static leakage power
reduction performance are: (1) a higher sensitivity of the Vt in the transistor to the back gate bias; (2) a
fine grain size of the Vt control domain; and (3) the nature of the critical path of the application design.
The SOTB (silicon on thin buried oxide) transistor [10] has an excellent Vt controllability.
Compared with the bulk MOS transistor, a wider variation range of the threshold voltage is promised
in principle, because it is formed using a thinner buried oxide under a lightly-doped and fully-depleted
body region. The SOTB structure is ideal for Flex Power FPGA to attain better static power reduction
performance than bulk technology.
After the development of generations of the conventional bulk transistor implementation of Flex
Power FPGA test chips [11], the SOTB version of the Flex Power FPGA test chip is fabricated, and its
functional test and performance evaluation are performed successfully by mapping the 32-bit binary
counter circuit on the test chip. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives overviews of
the SOTB and Flex Power FPGA architecture. In Section 3, evaluation results of the operating speed,
static leakage current and area-overhead in the fabricated chip are shown. Finally, in Section 4, this
paper is concluded.
2. Overviews of the SOTB Transistor and Flex Power FPGA Architecture
2.1. Silicon on Thin Buried Oxide (SOTB) Transistor
SOTB transistors, as shown in Figure 1a, have some advantages compared with the bulk MOS
transistors. SOTB transistors allow a wide back-bias control range for low-power and high-performance
applications, because a thinner buried oxide under the lightly-doped and fully-depleted body region is
formed as an SOI structure. As a result, by applying this to the SRAM cells, the static noise margins
(SNMs) are improved by adding back feedback from the back gate to the front gate [10]. Moreover,
SOTB has the smallest threshold voltage variability among bulk MOS, due to its low-dose channel [12].
Figure 1b shows the SPICE simulation results of on-currents and off-currents to the back-bias
voltage for the range from 0 V to −1.0 V in a bulk NMOS transistor and an SOTB NMOS transistor in
65-nm technology. Each on-current value is normalized by the on-current value in the case that a
back-bias voltage of 0 V is applied. The same manner holds for off-currents. The off-current of the
SOTB transistor shifts more than an order of magnitude by applying −1 V to the back gate, while that
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of
o the bulk MOS transsistor reduces by aboutt 1/5 in thee same cond
dition as thhe SOTB traansistor. Thhe
on-current
o
vvariation off the SOTB transistor i s also largeer than that of the bulkk MOS tran
nsistor. Thesse
results show
w that the SOTB
S
transiistor has a higher senssitivity for the
t thresholld voltage by
b back gatte
biasing
b
com
mpared with the bulk MOS
M
transisstor, and furrther, static power reduuction efficciency can be
b
expected
e
by applying SOTB
S
transiistors to ICss.
Figuree 1. (a) Thee structure of the silicoon on thin BOX
B
(SOT
TB) transistoor; and (b) SPICE
simulaation resultss of on- and off-currentts in a bulk MOS transiistor and ann SOTB tran
nsistor.

(a)

(b)

2.2.
2 Flex Poower FPGA Architecturre
Figure 2 shows thee die photo of the SO
OTB version
n test chip and the FPPGA tile. The
T test chiip
described
d
hhere is a diirect conveersion from
m the latest test chip fabricated in 90-nm bulk CMO
OS
teechnology [11] to thee 65-nm SOTB technnology. Thee test chip has a typpical island--style FPGA
A
structure
s
witth 11 × 11 FPGA tiless. An FPGA
A tile is con
nnected to other
o
tiles onn the left, right,
r
top annd
bottom
b
of itsself via wiree segments,, which spann only four FPGA tiless.
Figgure 2. Die photo of (aa) the test ch
hip and (b) the FPGA ttile.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3aa shows thee FPGA tilee architectuure. An FPG
GA tile has two circuitt blocks, a switch blocck
and
a a logicc block. Sw
witch matrix
xes, input multiplexerrs (IMUX) and local multiplexeers (LMUX
X),
for
f interconnnection of a logic blocck and a sw
witch block, are contain
ned in the sw
witch block
k. The switcch
matrix
m
in thee switch bloock is illustrrated in Figuure 3b. Thee switch mattrix can inteerconnect wire
w segmennts
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in
n the four directions. A signal frrom one diirection can
n be propag
gated selecttively to thee other threee
directions
d
byy switch muultiplexers (SMUX),
(
deepicted as four
fo trapezoid symbols in Figure 3b.
Figure 3.. (a) FPGA tile architeccture; (b) Sw
witch matrix in the swiitch block.

(a)

(b)
(

Figure 4aa shows the block diagrram of a loggic block, which
w
is ofteen called a cconfigurable logic blocck
or
o CLB. A logic blocck includes IMUXs, L
LMUXs an
nd four basic logic eleements (BL
LE). IMUX
Xs
select
s
12 siggnals from signals on the 32 wiree segments, and LMUX
Xs input foour signals to
t each basic
lo
ogic elemennt after sellecting from
m 12 signalls as outputts of the IM
MUXs. Thee outputs of basic logic
elements
e
connect to thee switch matrix directlly, while th
hese can be fed back vvia local mu
ultiplexers to
t
th
he inputs off the basic logic
l
elements. Figure 4b depicts a basic logiic element. The basic logic
l
elemennt
comprises
c
a look-up-ttable (LUT
T), a d-flipp-flop (DFF
F) and a 2:1
2 multipllexer (2:1 MUX). Thhe
lo
ook-up-tablle has four inputs and
d an output.. The basic logic elem
ment outputss an LUT output
o
signal
asynchronou
a
usly or syncchronously via
v d-flip-fllop, which is
i selected by
b a 2:1 mulltiplexer.
Figure 4. ((a) Logic bllock architecture; (b) B
Basic logic element.
e
MU
UX, multipllexer; DFF, d-flip-flop.

(a))

(b)
(

All of thee routing thhrough the MUXs
M
and all of the lo
ogic functio
ons of the L
LUTs are deefined by thhe
contents
c
of tthe configurration memo
ories in the FPGA. Fig
gure 5 show
ws the configguration meemory system
m
of
o the Flex Power FPG
GA. A worrd line shifft register for
f the word
d line strobbe and a daata line shiift
register for lloading the row by row
w configuraation data arre placed on
n the left sidde and uppeer side of thhe
configuratio
c
on memory array, respeectively. A user appliccation desig
gn is converrted to the configuratio
c
on
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in
nformation in the bit stream form
mat and is doownloaded to
t the FPGA
A. The num
mber of worrd lines is 88,
and
a the num
mber of dataa lines is 66
60. Each tilee uses 358 configuratio
c
on bits to reepresent log
gic functionns,
routing and Vt mappingg, so that the total numb
mber of confi
figuration biits in our tesst chip is 43
3,318.
Figure 5. Configuratio
C
on memory system of the
t 11 × 11 Flex Powerr FPGA tilee.

For eachh FPGA buuilding blocck, such ass the LUT and MUX
X, the assocciated Vt configuratio
c
on
memory
m
bit and body bias
b control circuit, shoown in Figurre 6, are pro
ovided. Fouur different bias voltagees
(VBNL, VB
BPL, VBNH
H and VBPH
H for low-thhreshold vo
oltage (LVT
T)/high-threeshold voltaage (HVT) to
t
NMOS/PMO
N
OS) are suppplied from the externaal voltage so
ources, and the contentt of the Vt configuratio
c
on
memory
m
bit controls thhe Vt state (i.e., LVT or HVT) of
o the corressponding buuilding block circuit by
b
selecting
s
thee appropriatte bias voltages. As eaach substratte of the FP
PGA buildinng block is separated by
b
th
he triple-weell structuree, which plaays the rolee of the bacck gate, ind
dividual conntrol of the Vt in FPGA
A
building
b
bloocks can be done by thee programm
mable body bias
b control circuit.
Figuree 6. Program
mmable body bias conntrol circuitt. VBPH, vo
oltage bias for high-th
hreshold
voltagee to PMOS; VBPL, volttage bias forr low-thresho
old voltage to
t PMOS; V
VBNL, voltaage bias
for low
w-threshold voltage
v
to NM
MOS; VBN
NH, voltage bias
b for high-threshold vvoltage to NM
MOS.
Voltage Level Shifters

Bias Voltage Sellectors

VDDH

VD
DDH

VBPH
VBPH
VBPL

VSS

N--well

VDDH
VDD

Confiig.
Memo
ory

VSS

VSS
S

V
VSS

VDD
D

VD
DD

VBPL
VBNL
VBNL

VSSL

P--well

VBNH

VDD

L
VSSL

V
VSSL

VBNH

Figure 7 shows the SPICE sim
mulation ressult of the programmaable body bbias controll circuit. Thhe
blue
b
(upper)), green (m
middle) and red (lower)) waveform
ms on the figure show the input signal
s
from a
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configuratio
c
on memory along with the resultinng n-well biias voltage for PMOS and p-well bias voltagge
for
f NMOS. The green line, blue line and re d line indiccate the sig
gnal from a configuratiion memoryy,
n-well
n
bias vvoltage for PMOS and p-well biass voltage forr NMOS, reespectively. When the signal
s
from
ma
configuratio
c
on memory is 1.2 V, 1.2 V and 0 V are appllied to the n-well
n
of PPMOS and the
t p-well of
o
NMOS,
N
resppectively, reesulting in lower Vt connditions forr PMOS and
d NMOS. Inn the case th
hat the signal
from
f
a conffiguration memory
m
is 0 V, the boddy bias con
ntrol circuit outputs 2.115 V for th
he n-well annd
−1.05
−
V for the p-well. A higher Vt
V is assigneed to PMOS
S and NMOS
S.
PICE simulaation resultss of the prog
grammable body
b
bias ccontrol circu
uit.
Fiigure 7. SP

The grainn size of thee Vt control domains iis set to exttremely finee, i.e., multiiplexer leveel, in order to
t
fully
fu demonnstrate the maximum
m
power
p
reducction perforrmance of Flex
F
Powerr FPGA. Th
he number of
o
th
he Vt contrrol domains in a tile is 57, and thee total numb
ber in the teest chip reacches 6897 bits
b of the Vt
V
configuration
c
n memory. Programmable body bbias controll circuits, as well as w
well separatiion areas arre
th
he overheadds for the fiine-grained Vt control, which willl be optimizzed in the laater versionss. The FPGA
A
architecture
a
in the test chip
c
is summ
marized in T
Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of the FPG
GA architectu
ture. BLE, basic
b
logic elements;
e
V
Vt, threshold
d voltage.
Parameeter
# of tilles
Wire lenngth
Sw
witch matrixx topology
R
Routing archhitecture
R
Routing channnel width
# of BLEs peer a CLB
(coonfigurable loogic block)
# of CLB inputs
# of CLB outputs
o
# of BLE inputs
i
# of Vtt control dom
mains per a tiile

Value
V
121 (11
( × 11)
4
Diisjoint
Uni directional and
a single driiver program
mmable intercconnect
16
4
13
4
7
57

As shownn in Figuree 8, the ded
dicated CAD
D toolchain for Flex Power FPGA
A [9,11] inccludes newlly
in
ntroduced ssoftware, caalled Vt maapper (VTM
M), in addittion to the conventiona
nal FPGA to
ools, such as
a
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placer and router. GGEN generates a routing resource graph that reflects the FPGA architecture. Then,
logic synthesis and packing need to be performed beforehand for a target circuit. CNV translates and
generates information for placement and routing phases. Next, placement and routing are subsequently
performed by VP and VR, respectively. After that, VTM analyzes all signal paths and obtains the
timing slack information in the user application design mapped on the Flex Power FPGA. Following
this, timing slack is reduced on non-critical paths by slowing down the blocks in those paths. This is
achieved by assigning the HVT state to as many Vt control domains as possible, while assigning the
LVT state to the Vt control domains along the critical signal paths to keep the operation speed constant.
Figure 8. The dedicated CAD toolchain.
V

PLC

Translator

CNV

Software
GGEN RRG and PLS generator
NETto BNL transformer
CNV
TG and BLK generator
VP
Placer
VR
Router
VTM Vth mapper
CGEN Config. bit stream generator

GGEN
PLS

BLIF

TG

BNL

BLK

Packing tool

RRG

VP
NET

File
V
BLIF
NET
LUT
PLC
TG
BNL
BLK
PLS
RRG
RRQ
PRT
RRT
VTRT
CFG

RRQ

LUT
PRT

VR
RRT

TG

VTM
CGEN
VTRT

CFG

Verilog RTL netlist
Gate level netlist
CLB netlist
LUT truth table
Pad location
Timing graph
VP inputtable netlist
Fix block location
Function block location
Routing resource graph
Routing resource request
Placement result
Routing result
Vt map result
Config. bit stream

Figure 9 shows an example of the VTM behavior [9]. As shown in Figure 9a, the Vt of all nodes is set
to LVT at the initial state. Then, the first step of the back tracing algorism in VTM is done, as shown in
Figure 9b. The Vt of node on the critical path remains LVT, while unused DFF is set to HVT. Next,
HVT is assigned to nodes having a large slack in Figure 9c. Finally, the VTM algorism is completed,
as shown in Figure 9d.
Figure 9. Example of the Vt mapper (VTM) behavior [9] (a) initial state; (b) first step of
the back trace; (c) HVT assignment; (d) VTM is completed.

LUT

LUT
DFF

H

H

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

H

LUT

H

H

LUT

H

H

H
Back tracing
Critical Path

Back tracing

H

H
Back tracing
Small Slack

Large Slack

Unused H High Vt
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3.
3 Evaluatioon Results
3.1.
3 Operatiing Speed annd Static Leeakage Currrent
A 32-bit binary couunter circu
uit is used as a sample applicatiion mappedd onto the FPGA. Thhe
maximum
m
ooperating freequency off the counteer circuit an
nd the staticc leakage cuurrent of th
he FPGA arre
measured
m
inn various bias voltage conditions.
c
Bias voltag
ges are chossen as folloows: (1) thee NMOS biaas
voltage
v
for LVT (VBN
NL) is choseen from {−
−1.3, −1.2, −0.8,
−
−0.4, 0.0, 0.4, 0..8}; (2) the NMOS biaas
voltage
v
for HVT (VBN
NH) is chosen, so thatt VBNH ≤ VBNL; an
nd (3) the PPMOS bias voltages arre
appropriately
a
y determineed from the correspondding NMOS
S bias voltag
ges by subtrracting from
m VDD. As a
result, a totaal of 28 seeparate cond
ditions are examined. The Vt mapper
m
is ree-executed condition by
b
condition,
c
soo that the coorrect Vt maapping is prroduced bassed on the sp
peed ratio oof LVT and HVT.
Figure 100a shows thhe measured
d maximum operating frequencies
f
of the 32-bbit binary co
ounter circuuit
on
o various bback-gate bias
b conditio
ons. The coore voltage of FPGA is set to 1.22 V. The ho
orizontal axxis
shows
s
the N
NMOS backk-gate bias voltage
v
for HVT (VBN
NH), and eaach line corrresponds to
o the NMO
OS
back-gate
b
biias voltage for LVT (VBNL).
(
Thhe result sh
hows that the
t operatinng speed caan be widelly
controlled
c
bby the LVT bias voltag
ge, which chhanges in th
he range fro
om 0.8 V too −1.3 V wh
hen the HV
VT
bias
b
voltagee is set to −1.3
−
V. Fu
urthermore, the operatiing speed keeps
k
a connstant valuee against thhe
change
c
of thhe HVT biass voltages in
n the condittions of any
y LVT bias voltage.
v
Figure 10b shows the
t measurred static leeakage currrent on thee various bback-bias voltages.
v
Thhe
supply
s
voltaage VDD is set to 1.2
2 V. Diagonnal conditio
ons or a co
ontour line (dashed lin
ne) show thhe
leeakage charracteristics of a single--Vt FPGA, where this means the condition
c
inn which thee LVT bias is
equal
e
to thee HVT bias. The single-Vt FPGA
A characteriistic shows a three ordders of mag
gnitude static
leeakage reduuction with a bias range of 2.1 V. This is a deemonstration of the exccellent Vt controllabilitty
of
o the SOTB
B transistor.
Figuree 10. (a) Maximum
M
operating
o
fr
frequency and
a (b) the static leakkage measu
urement
resultss in the varioous bias voltage condittions (VDD
D = 1.2 V).

(a)

(bb)

With low
wering of thhe HVT biias, each linne for a sp
pecific LVT
T bias graddually depaarts from thhe
contour
c
linee and is satuurated. This is because the leakagee current off HVT domaains becom
mes negligiblly
small
s
by low
wering the HVT bias sufficientlyy, while th
he leakage current
c
of L
LVT domaains becomees
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dominant.
d
W
When the HV
VT bias is relatively
r
hiigh, the leak
kage curren
nt of HVT ddomains, wh
hich accounnts
for
f a large ppercentage in the chip, is dominaant. By com
mparing two
o points, forr example, a 1.2-V biaas
difference
d
acchieves moore than a 50
0× leakage reduction without
w
degrrading speeed. A huge improvemen
i
nt
of
o the static leakage redduction overr 10× to 20×
× with bulk
k version [11
1] is obtaineed.
m operating frequency and static leakage
l
meaasurement results
r
in thhe
Figure 111 shows thee maximum
various
v
bias voltage connditions. Th
he core volttage of FPG
GA is lowereed to 0.8 V to evaluate the behavioor
of
o the chip ccharacteristiics. As a reesult of the maximum operating
o
frrequency, thhe speed vaariation rangge
becomes
b
alm
most four tiimes wider compared with Figurre 8, in which VDD iss set to 1.2
2 V. Anotheer
in
nteresting ppoint is thatt the static leakage currrent increaases again after
a
saturattion, as indiicated by thhe
portion
p
surroounded by a dashed lin
ne in the rigght figure. This
T is becau
use the LVT
T is assigned to domainns
to
o be assignned originallly as HVT
T, as discusssed in [13]]. First, thee timing slaack informaation in eacch
building
b
bloock is obtaained after carrying ouut static tim
ming analy
ysis by the router included in thhe
dedicated
d
CA
AD toolchaain, in the case
c
that LV
VT is assign
ned to all bu
uilding bloccks. After th
hat, in ordeer,
from
f
the sinnk nodes, Vt
V mapper assigns
a
HV
VT to the bu
uild blocks, satisfying that the tim
ming slack is
laarger than tthe propagaation delay difference bbetween bu
uilding block
ks assignedd as LVT an
nd HVT. Thhe
Vt
V mapping process prooceeds with
h decreasingg the timing slack and is finally com
mpleted at the
t conditioon
th
hat the timiing slack beecomes smaaller than thhe above-m
mentioned propagation delay diffeerence. Wheen
th
he core volltage of thee FPGA is set
s to 1.2 V
V, HVT is assigned
a
to all buildingg blocks on
n non-critical
paths.
p
Howeever, when the supply voltage VD
DD is set to
o 0.8 V, LV
VT building blocks rem
main, becausse
th
he timing sllack is exhaausted beforre assigningg HVT to all building blocks
b
on noon-critical paths.
p
Figuree 11. (a) Maximum
M
op
perating freequency and
d (b) static leakage meeasurement results
in the various bias voltage co
onditions (V
VDD = 0.8 V).
V

(a)

(bb)

3.2.
3 Overheaad
In order to program
m the Vt of elemental circuit com
mponents in an FPGA with a finee granularityy,
additional
a
circuits, suchh as a body
y bias circuuit, a bias voltage
v
seleector and coonfiguration
n memory to
t
store
s
the Vtt state inforrmation, and
d an extra sseparation margin
m
betw
ween elemenntal circuitss are neededd.
Figure
F
12a sshows the area
a
breakdo
own in the FPGA tile.. The elemeental circuitts in FPGA
A, such as thhe
MUX,
M
buffeer, inverter, LUT and DFF,
D
occupyy 54% of an
n FPGA tile area. The aarea of the configuratio
c
on
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memory is only 3%. The Vt configuration memory, body bias circuit and separation margin occupies
1%, 26% and 16% of an FPGA tile area, respectively. An area overhead to control the Vt of an
elemental circuit with a fine granularity becomes 43% of an FPGA tile area. The grain resolution for
the Vt control is necessary to examine, because it directly affects the FPGA tile area. Figure 12b shows
the breakdown of the static leakage current. The elemental circuits are applied to a zero body bias,
resulting in the threshold voltage of the built-in state. The elemental circuits and configuration memory
consume 93% of the static leakage current in an FPGA tile. On the other hand, the extra leakage
current caused by the Vt configuration memory and body bias circuit is only 7%. This is because the
body bias circuit is always applied to the reverse body bias, resulting in the higher Vt state, while the
bias voltage selector is designed by a high-voltage transistor.
Figure 12. The breakdown of (a) the area and (b) the static leakage current in an FPGA tile.
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4. Conclusions
The field programmable gate array (FPGA) is a promising target for advanced semiconductor
technologies. However, static leakage is a serious problem in FPGAs. We have proposed an FPGA
with fine-grained programmable body biasing, called the Flex Power FPGA, for static leakage power
reduction. For further static power reduction, an excellent Vt controllability of the SOTB transistors
can help a lot. The SOTB implementation of the Flex Power FPGA test chip is reported in this paper.
The maximum operating frequency measurement results show that the operating speed can be widely
controlled by the LVT bias, while the operating speed remains constant against the change in the HVT
bias. Moreover, in the static leakage current measurement, the three orders of magnitude static leakage
reduction with a bias range of 2.1 V demonstrates the excellent Vt controllability of the SOTB
transistors. A 1.2 V bias difference achieves a 50× leakage reduction without degrading speed. The
huge improvement of the static leakage reduction over 10× to 20× with the bulk version is obtained.
The effectiveness of the Flex Power FPGA and the excellent Vt controllability of the SOTB transistor
are clearly shown. The Flex Power FPGA is an important application target for this novel device.
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